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Editorial by Rebecca Fricker 
This newsletter was originally planned for January, I then hoped for a spring edition in March and here 
we at the end of a May many of us had not predicted – with record breaking frosts and an even chillier 
campaign for a June general election! 
 
While many of us may be feeling politically fatigued after voting in local elections, facing another na-
tional vote, and engaging with Brexit may I remind us of Advices and Queries 34: 

”Remember your responsibilities as a citizen for the conduct of local, national, and international af-
fairs. Do not shrink from the time and effort your involvement may demand.” 

Think carefully about the issues that are important to you and ensure any elected representatives are 
aware of them. Our democracy is fragile and we need to ensure that it is not taken from us under the 
guise of returning power to the people. 
 
Beavers Visit by Freddie Fricker 
On the evening of Monday 6th March, 4 Quakers, myself, Rebecca, Christine and Vanessa, were 
joined by a Pack of Beavers from Theydon Bois. There were 18 of them, with 5 leaders. They were, in 
my opinion, a rowdy bunch, but that could be accepted from 6-8 year olds together in somewhere 
new. 
 
First, Christine led them into the Meeting Room. We asked them what was different about ours from 
other churches. They noticed that there wasn’t stained glass windows, a steeple or pews. We then 
talked about Ministry and answered questions that they asked us. After that, they set Elders, door 
keepers and a person who would speak. 
 
Then we had our Meeting for Worship. I spoke, the boy they chose spoke, and then, out of the blue, 
another boy stood up and started to talk. He said about how first reactions can be bad and then read 
Advices & Queries 17*. We then had a drink and a biscuit to round off a wonderful evening. 
 
[*The adults were all amazed by this and it gave a couple of us goose-bumps] 
 
Being Friends Together Study Session 14: Our Peace Testimony (Ch.24) - November 2016 by 
Rebecca Fricker Seven Ffriends were present. 
 
It was agreed that this Chapter was not only broad and comprehensive but also constructive, with 
calls of action across the centuries from: “On occasions of public calamity Friends’ post must be the 
care of the poor and the relief of distress” written in 18.12 (24.29) to Yearly Meeting of Aotearoa/New 
Zealand’s 1987 submission to their government’s defence policy review “We challenge all New Zea-
landers to stand up and be counted on what is no less than the affirmation of life and the destiny of 
humankind.” 
 
In the context of the recent election of Donald Trump in the US after a very divisive campaign, one 
Friend felt that 24.09 really spoke to her: “True peace involves freedom from tyranny and a generous 
tolerance… It requires that men and nations should recognise their common brotherhood, using the 
weapons of integrity, reason, patience and love, never acquiescing in the ways of the oppressor.” Alt-
hough the use of the word weapons jarred it was placed into the context of 1943 when it was dis-
cerned. 
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Another Friend, also overwhelmed by recent political events, said she really identified with what 
Rufus Jones said it 1920 when asked to preside over a world conference: “In regard to the World 
Conference, I sincerely hope for good results, but I have become a good deal disillusioned over ‘big’ 
conferences and large gatherings. I pin my hopes to quiet processes and small circles, in which vital 
and transforming events take place. But others see differently, and I respect their judgment.” (24.56) 
 
We also considered the difference between being a pacifist and working for peace. Actions of 
Friends during the Second World War were discussed in relation to 24.25 “Conscientious objection is 
not a total repudiation of force; it is a refusal to surrender moral responsibility for one’s action.” Sev-
eral Friends felt this sentence really spoke to them. Peace making is not passive: 
“Peace begins within ourselves. It is to be implemented within the family, in our meetings, in our work 
and leisure, in our own localities, and internationally. The task will never be done. Peace is a process 

to engage in, not a goal to be reached.” (24.57)  As Kathleen Lonsdale wrote in 1953: “Christ was 
crucified; Gandhi was assassinated. Yet they did not fail.” (24.26) The movements that started from 

these events can have positive world changing consequences. 
 
Being Friends Together Study Session 15: Unity and Diversity (Ch.27) – December 2016 by 
Rebecca Fricker and Christine Downes-Grainger  Ten Ffriends were present  
 
It was felt that the title of this Chapter was very interesting and sparked a discussion on how Quak-
ers find unity in the diversity of our beliefs.  
 
We considered our relationships with other Christian religions. It was observed that 27.05 and 27.06 
illustrate Quakers who are comfortable with Catholicism. This, combined with the rise of significant 
numbers of those who refer to themselves as Quanglicans, was felt by one to be surprising due to 
the Quakers rejection of Creeds. We considered why there did not seem to be so many Quaker-
Methodists etc.  
 
27.08, where John Punshon writes about being influenced by a Muslim lady to consider the im-
portance of kneeling before God, sparked a lively discussion as there were several interpretations of 
this interaction. Some, being familiar with John’s writings, were surprised by this extract and could 
not imagine John kneeling. We considered whether the Muslim may have been as influenced by the 
Quaker position on having a direct relationship with God.  
 
Our consideration of Quakers’ relationships with other religions was side-tracked by a debate on 
whether religion itself was to be blamed for sowing seeds of disunity and starting wars, with people 
having very different opinions. This led to a further discussion of the role of religion in politics and 
public life. We did agree that all religions needed to ensure that their writings were not misused and 
part of 27.34 on the Bible was quoted: “while quotations from the Bible may illuminate a truth for us, 
we would not use them to prove a truth”.  
 
This quote came from London Yearly Meeting 1986 – it was observed that lots of extracts in this 
Chapter came from this Meeting. Older Friends were unable to recall the theme of that year ’s Lon-
don Yearly Meeting and further research was required. All we have been able to establish so far is 
that the Swarthmore Lecture that year was by the Quaker Women's Group, title “Bringing the Invisi-
ble into the Light. Some Quaker Feminists speak of their experience”.  
 
These sessions, we noted, allow us a chance to speak about our own, and listen to others’ views 
and understandings on topics that do not often crop up in conversation. Here is an example: 

A:  What is faith?   B: Faith involves a lot of trust.  A: So an atheist can have faith.  
 
Our local meeting has a long history of monthly study sessions. We have enjoyed this programme of 
study which we feel has enriched our small community. 
 
Being Friends Together Study Session 16: Unity and Diversity Stewardship (Ch.14) and Unity 
of Creation (Ch.25) - January 2017 by Rebecca Fricker Ten Ffriends were present. 
 
It was agreed that 14.04, outlining what money is needed for within Britain Yearly Meeting, 
was very useful and clear – even if there were many disagreements about the way the money is 
spent. We considered: 

 The usefulness of Quaker Quest and advertising: Ffriends were told how two Friends present 
were there because of tube advertising alerted them to Quaker Quest at Friends House, 
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 The value of Quaker work in the world: Passionate defence was made about the work of the 
Quaker United Nations Office and the role of the UK Parliamentary Liaison Officer 

 Whether “we” control the money or do Friends House, the roles of Trustees and Sufferings, and 
how financial decisions and reports are made. We were reminded that “we” are Yearly Meeting and 
that although £31k may seem quite a lot of money, in relation to the budgets of other large organisa-
tions it is actually tiny and the use of Quaker funds is actually very carefully discerned and regulated. 
 
The explanations about the work of Local Meeting Premises were also felt to be helpful and led to 
consideration of the uses of zero contract hours and allowing hirers to bring alcohol into Meeting 
Houses. For a Chapter many might feel essential but dry it did provoke lively discussion and enabled 
us to consider our local meeting’s Stewardship of its Resources. 
 
We initially considered the purpose of Chapter 25 – one Friend explained that although she felt the 
message it contained was very important she wondered whether the separate passages would com-
plement, or enhance, another Chapter. It was felt that if humans were able to put these passages into 
practice we could experience more peace inside and create a less threatening, more peaceful world. 
 
It was agreed that 25.07 should be kept in any future version of QF&P, different sentences were 
highlighted, including: 
“The power over nature that scientific knowledge has put into our hands, if used in lust or greed, fear 
or hatred, can bring us to utter destruction….If by condoning waste and luxury we overspend the al-
lowance God has given us, our children’s children will be cheated of their inheritance….Year by year 
silence and solitude are growing more needful, yet harder to obtain, and contacts, by this means, 
with the mind of the Creator more tenuous….” (Norfolk, Cambs & Hunts Quarterly Meeting, 1957) 
 
The list in 25.09 was also felt essential and led to consideration of the nature of distraction (by tech-
nology, media and politicians) in modern society and the detrimental effect it has on us. We also 
heard how the move from physical possessions to online resources was not as positive as reports 
suggested – that we are outsourcing the carbon costs of physical production to the building and 
maintain of the “cloud” which is, in reality, giant computer warehouses:  
“First, buy things for their usefulness rather than their status. Second, reject anything that is produc-
ing an addiction in you. Third, develop a habit of giving things away. De-accumulate. Fourth, refuse 
to be propagandised by the custodians of modern gadgetry. Fifth, learn to enjoy things without own-
ing them. Sixth, develop a deeper appreciation for the creation. Seventh, look with a healthy scepti-
cism at all ‘buy now, pay later’ schemes. Eighth, obey Jesus’ injunction about plain, honest speech. 
Ninth, reject anything that will breed the oppression of others. Tenth, shun whatever would distract 

you from your main goal” (Richard J Foster, 1979) 
 
25.11 was linked, very carefully by one Friend, back to the Finance Chapter. We discussed the im-
pact of our economy’s high private debt and low public debt and the fact we need to adhere to 25.09 
if we are to build a more sustainable economy and environment: “As consumers, producers and in-
vestors, or as travellers, readers and campaigners we can be active in support of the Two Thirds 
World…..Our bank interest rates link us to the debt burdens which are forcing many countries to de-
stroy their environment to produce cash crops and foreign currency….. (Ruth Tod, 1990) 
 
Finally, we considered how depressing it was to find that although most of this Chapter was written in 
the 17th century, or 1970’s, all of it was still applicable to the world in 2016. Despite this there was still 
much laughter and joy to be found in sharing our discernment. 
 
Being Friends Together Study Session 17: Beyond Britain Yearly Meeting (Ch.9) and Faithful 
Lives (Ch.18) - February 2017 by Rebecca Fricker 8 Ffreinds were present 
 
It was declared that while Chapter 9 was not exciting it made essential and important reading. The 
“gentle touch” of 9.02’s message to be mindful of the potential differences between BYM and other 
Yearly Meetings was appreciated: “In the world family of Friends there is a rich variety of experience, 
some of which is unfamiliar to Friends in Britain Yearly Meeting…. It is important that Friends in Brit-
ain Yearly Meeting be aware that we are part of the world Quaker community, that we have a respon-
sibility to learn about Friends in other parts, and that this can be done in local meetings as well as 
among yearly meetings” and a local Friend’s experience of the previous world gathering in Kenya 
was discussed. 
 
Other Ffriends appreciated the passages detailing what they felt to be the important work carried out 
by BYM with the passages highlighting the work of the UN in 9.03 and Quaker Council for European 
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Affairs in 9.07 mentioned. 
 
The Interfaith sections were also discussed and have inspired Epping to restart inviting representa-
tives of other faiths to a shared lunch during Interfaith Week. One Friends experience of meeting with 
representatives of Quaker Committee for Christian & Interfaith Relations (9.13) at Woodbrooke was 
mentioned and she declared them as a far more active part of BYM than she had realised.  
 
Another Friend felt several of the passages helpfully reminded her that although Quakers are, rightly, 
very respectful of other religions and beliefs, we need to remain steadfast to our insights and relation-
ship with God if we choose to work with those of other faiths: “Friends should hold to our testimony 
that credal statements can fetter the free action of the Spirit” (9.16); “Many practical forms of joint 
activity, from Christian Aid Week to work on housing and other social issues, are well established and 
present few if any problems for Friends. Some will wish to go thus far and no farther” (9.18); and 
“Friends’ experience is that interfaith dialogue can profitably be undertaken locally, where local is-
sues set the agenda of work which can most usefully be done together….This approach, however, 
does not mean that Friends should see themselves as theologically neutral. We need to seek to be 
part of the dialogue, attesting to our own insights and convictions” (9.21) 

 
“The life of our Society is made up of the lives of its members. The faithfulness of our Society con-
sists in the faithfulness of each and all of us. And none of us can expect ‘the Society’ to be more 

faithful, more committed, more loving, than we ourselves are prepared to be” 
 

The introduction to Chapter 18, especially the last few lines quoted above, were felt by one Friend to 
be essential and needed to be kept in any future edition. Reading these testimonies to the life of God 
was both humbling and humorous!  We laughed at the very honest account of Jessie Ritch (18.16) 
whose short-lived enthusiasms clearly led to a lot of work for her meeting while we were perhaps 
glad not to attract the stern attention of Joshua Barber (18.05) who: “dealt in great plainness with all, 
where he was concerned, as he found his way open in the truth, so that he became a terror to evil-
doers, though a comfort to them who did well”. The line “George Bradshaw made railway time-tables 
to the glory of God” (18.20) also rated some attention – how many of us will leave work which will 
inspire such a line? 
 
With such a small number of testimonies, sadly not every meeting can be represented (perhaps 
something for the online version?) so it was a pleasure to spot Mary Ann Stokeley (18.14) of Ratcliff 
(now Bethnal Green) Meeting: “Very conscious of her own limitations, her part was a silent one, but 
she was amazingly faithful to the tiny meeting to which she belonged…”. It is a joy to note that the 
once small Bethnal Green meeting is now growing in numbers with those who are also faithful. We 
also agreed that some testimonies could have been longer – for example one Friend thought that we 
were missing a lot of Elizabeth Fry’s (18.08) story! 
 
Our consideration of the deeds of past Friends led us to consider the difference between their lives 
and the impact of wider society on the work that can be done. One Friend noted that perhaps Friends 
noted move from business into “caring” professions was due to the creation of the welfare state. 
Whilst a very welcome development, the welfare state formalised a lot work that was being done 
making it difficult to act informally, and widening the possibilities for paid work. Many charitable acts 
of Quakers in the past would not be possible today – although the decreasing funding and role of the 
state in people’s lives could see a return to the need for greater charity – although whether our socie-
ty, a place where many families need two “breadwinners” to put a roof over their heads and food on 
the table”, has the capacity to do this is debatable. This led to a wider informative discussion on the 
role of men and women in families and society. 
 
The testimony of Mary Hughes (18.13) was felt to be very inspirational – although one Friend de-
clared that she could never live up to this ideal:  

“Mary Hughes was never a one for condemning the way in which other people lived their lives; she 
was too busy with the way in which she chose to lead her own….It became clear to her that what she 
had to do could never be done, not even for an hour. Her life itself must be her work, but it could be 

her work only if it were lived in the appropriate circumstances.…She had no set schemes. She found-
ed no institution. Neither did Jesus… ‘He went about doing good.’ So did Mary Hughes… It was a 

question of being rather than of doing. You trusted to the contagion of goodness rather than to homily 
or sermon…The whole point of her life will be missed unless we can share her faith that ‘the things 

that are seen are temporal, the things that are unseen are eternal’. Looked at from that point of view, 
this shabby and sometimes verminous woman becomes one of the few, ‘of whom the world is not 

worthy’” Howard Spring, 1949 
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Finally, it was hoped that any future edition does not lose 18.20 – although it is of its time (noting that 
the beauty of some women Friends is surprising to say the least) is it also timeless, particularly the 
lines:  
“The Society of Friends might be thought of as a prism through which the Divine Light passes, to be-
come visible in a spectrum of many colours; many more, in their richness, than words alone can ex-

press.” 
 

It was agreed though that perhaps we need to see a greater selection of post-World War Two lives 
that are more reflective of our changing Society! 
 
Being Friends Together Study Session18: Openings (Ch.19) & Leadings (Ch.29) - March 2017 
by Alan Fricker 
 
Chapter 19 is quite long and covers a great deal of history of the Society.  Not all the group had read 
the whole text but there were plenty of sections of interest.  The 17th century language in many early 
sections made them less accessible to some.  It was notable how early Friends were much more 
evangelical than most would be comfortable with today.   
 
It was useful to read the longer texts that surround many stories and well loved phrases. 
 
One Friend liked a section of 19.60 on whether it was enough to come to Meeting for Worship “A tra-
ditional Quaker; thou comest to meeting as thou went from it, and goes from it as thou come to it but 
are no better for thy coming; what wilt thou do in the end” and this lead to a discussion of what makes 
a Quaker. 
 
Chapter 29 looks to the future and how we express some of the openings in more recent times.  It 
was noted that even in this chapter we still look to the past with a quote from 1675.   29.16 was felt 
by one person to be a helpful definition of things that make us Quaker beyond sympathy for the testi-
monies.   
 
Dates for the Diary June – September 2017 
 
Study Sessions: 
Sunday 11th June 
Sunday 10th September 
 
Shared lunch: 
Sunday 25th June 
Sunday 30th July 
Sunday 27th August 
Sunday 24th September 
 
Next Local Business Meeting:  
Sunday 9th July 
Sunday 3rd September 
 
Area Meetings:  
Wanstead: Saturday 10th June 10am - 4.30pm 
Epping: Sunday 16th July 1.30pm 
Leigh on Sea: Saturday 16th September 1.30pm 
 
Other: 
“Great Get Together” Epping Meeting House open Saturday 17th June 2pm-5pm 
Play re refugees: Wanstead: Sunday 18th June 1.30pm-3pm 
Epping Town Show: Sunday 2nd July 12-5pm 
Yearly Meeting Gathering: Warwick University: Saturday 29th July – Saturday 5th August 
Heritage Open Weekend / Ride and Stride: Saturday 9th September 
Quaker Retreat Day: Wanstead: Saturday 23rd September 
 
Finally, do get in touch if there are any errors, or you have any contributions or suggestions! 
Editor: Rebecca Fricker (beckirees(a)hotmail.com) Layout: Alan Fricker 


